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NEW YORK (April 16, 2014) – Sports car buffs are in for a roaring good time as the all-new Lexus RC 350 F
SPORT zooms into Javits Convention Center to take its place among Lexus’ energetic lineup at the New York
International Auto Show. The RC 350 F SPORT shows off its adventurous attitude for the first time since its
Geneva debut here in America’s hotspot for fashion and design.

The RC 350 F SPORT has a bold overall presence with its eye-catching unique mesh grille and 19- inch mesh
alloy wheels. Interior features include an instrument panel with LFA-inspired moving center ring and perforated
leather steering wheel and shift knob.

Still looking for a thrill? At the Lexus booth, the all-new RC F continues to demonstrate Lexus’s disruption of
the luxury coupe segment as it flaunts more than 450 horsepower with its 5.0-liter V-8 engine and progressive,
high-performing personality. The athletic new coupe’s visceral energy is sure to surprise.

Not to be outshined, the rare and mighty LFA supercar Nürburgring edition holds court among the Lexus model
lineup with its 4.8L V10 engine. The limited edition LFA features 562 horsepower, quicker gear-shift time, a
larger front spoiler, fixed rear wing, sport-tuned suspension and exclusive black mesh-type wheels.

If you can tear yourself away, continue the experience under the IS Lift where you can see everything F SPORT
up close, and then get a firsthand look at the entire impressive collection of Lexus vehicles at NYIAS, including:
 

IS 250C hardtop convertible
IS 250 all-weather drive and IS 350 F SPORT sedans
GS 350 all-weather drive and GS 350 F SPORT all-weather drive mid-size sedans
CT 200h F SPORT hybrid
LS 460 L all-weather drive and LS 460 F SPORT all-weather drive flagship sedans
ES 350 sedan
ES 300h hybrid sedan
RX 450h hybrid utility vehicle
RX 350 and RX 350 F SPORT all-weather drive utility vehicles
GX 460 utility vehicle
LX 570 utility vehicle
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